Color in a leaf for every book you read!
I’m on my way
to reading 1000 Books
Before Kindergarten!

Name____________________________________________________

Book #___________  to  ___________           Date started______________________

Some of my favorite books were:

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Color in a leaf on the tree on the other side of this reading log for
every book you read! Once you have finished 100 books, bring this log
to any branch of the San Leandro Public Library for your
special sticker, your reading leaf, and your next reading log!

Main Library
300 Estudillo Ave. 577-3960

Manor Branch
1241 Manor Blvd. 577-7970

Mulford Branch
13699 Aurora Dr. 577-7976

South Branch
14799 E. 14th St. 577-7980